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N o p e  president’s secret identity
The reason for the secrecy of N o p e ’s presidential search: Johnny N a p  is Jason Bourne
Deadly d o r m  
plagues
Matt Farmer
Rogue hunter and Teatime afficianado
To the surprise of all students 
and faculty, Nope College 
recently named a new president 
to begin in the 2013-2014 school 
year.
After an unreasonably 
secretive search, Johnny Nap 
was chosen to succeed Jimmy 
Boltman as Nope s 12thpresident. 
The reason for such secrecy? 
The Ranchor discovered the 
shocking truth.
No pe students were 
informally introduced to 
Johnny Nap, a Presbyterian 
and academic with a degree 
of philosophy in theology and 
religious studies. Nap, students 
were, told, is from Atlanta where 
he worked at Georgia State 
University.
W h a t  students were not told 
is that Johnny Nap is actually 
an alias. The truth: he is a rogue 
secret agent in the C I A  with the 
highest security clearance and a 
dangerous potential.
THE MOST DANGEROUS M A N  IN THE W O R L D -  N a p ’s 
secret identity as a rogue assassin wanted by the CIA w as  the- 
reason behind N o p e ’s covert presidential search.
N a p ’s real name is Jason After Nap lost his me mo ry 
Bourne. somewhere off the coast of
Marseilles, he began a new life 
as college administrator.
“Hiring Nap required
the highest level of secrecy. 
The presidential selection
committee was required to take 
vows of silence. Na p’s location 
and identity is highly classified 
information, if it had gotten out 
Nope would be in great danger,” 
said Boltman.
The Ranchor scheduled an 
interview with Nap to discuss 
his feelings about being hired by 
Nope, and after a kidnapping in 
a crowded public area, a speedy 
car chase through a historical 
city, and some fancy phone calls 
to government officials made 
from the roofs of neighboring 
buildings, Nap was finally ready 
to answer some questions.
“I'm very happy to be Nope's 
newest president. I have some 
changes I’m  going to make 
at Nope. First, I’m  going to 
implement a napping gen-ed 
requirement. Second, I'm going 
to turn Nope into a secret agent 
see NAP, page 2
N o p e  finds n e w  artistic leader
Newly discovered talent of Dean Lost inspires total overhaul of dance department
Photo by Steve Nelson
LOST LEAPS TO N E W  HEIGHTS- Dean Lost quickly rose 
from his Initial dance debut (shown left) to his higly antici­
pated appearance in N Y C B ’s “S w a n  Lake” this coming May.
Matt Farmer
Rogue hunter and Teatime afficianado
Everyone at Nope College 
enjoys watching “So You Nope 
You Can Dance” during Dance 
Marathon. W h a t  has been. 
in previous years a time for 
students to see their professors 
embarrass themselves has 
in 2013 become a screening 
process for talented individuals 
w h o  dream of running the dance 
department at Nope.
This spring a diamond in 
the rough was discovered for 
his true talent: dance. After his 
exhilarating debut that surprised 
viewers in the best way, Dean 
Lost will become the n e w  head of 
the dance department beginning 
in the Fall semester of 2013.
“After seeing Lost’s genius 
interpretation of “Gangnam 
Style” I immediately knew I 
had to step down,” said Lynne 
Balletlover, the current head of 
the dance department.
“This m o m e n t  will go do wn in 
dance history as the movement
that changed the course of the 
world. Not just the world of 
dance, but the whole world. I just 
feel honored to have witnessed
it," said Balletlover.
Dance students at Nope are 
excited to have ne w artistic 
direction for the department.
“Did you see those flawlessly 
executed step touches during 
‘M y  Girl?'... enough said,” said 
Prima Nijinskirova. “A n d  those 
jazz squares were just inspired."
Others w h o  were lucky 
enough to see the dean’s 
performance live had 
observations such as “it was 
post-post-postmodern,” “in a 
league of its own,” “it changed 
m y  life,” and “I had a spiritual 
awakening when I saw Dean 
Lost jazz slide across the stage.”
Dance critics worldwide are 
waiting on their toes for Lost’s 
professional debut. Expectations 
are high, and only getting higher 
as the original recording of 
Lost’s performance goes viral 
on the internet. But those 
whose expectations are highest 
are the eager dance students at 
Nope College looking forward 
to learning from a newly 
recognized master.
“We've had some great 
teachers here, but nothing will 
compare to such a natural talent 
as Dean Lost,” said Nijinskirova.
The mystical curse causing maladies
Tahnee Prokopow
Health Adivsor
Nope College students 
were struck with a series of 
deadly plagues this school year 
including influenza, swarms 
of bedbugs, an epidemic of 
insomnia and stress, and 
senioritis.
The only possible explanation 
for Nope's pristine campus being 
marred by such plagues is that 
an evil curse has been put upon 
Nope and can only be lifted by 
admission of the perfect prospie.
Nope College must find the 
ideal student before the tulips 
get wilty, or else Nope campus 
and everyone on it will fall 
asleep for one hundred years.
Experts from the health center 
as well as the biology department 
are certain. Their proff is that 
influenza struck approximately 
500 Nope students. Other 
possible causes of this affliction 
include excessive homework, 
inadequate sleep and more than 
one 10-page paper.
The second sign was the 
swarm of bedbugs that attacked 
Nope last Fall and was not 
eliminated until recently. Thirty 
students were affected by this.
The third sign: senioritis. A n  
inflammation of the prefrontal 
and parietal cortex that affects 
students in their senior year 
of college. Approximately 800 
students contracted- Senioritis 
this year. The fourth sign, a 
plague of insomnia and stress 
affected 3,343 students.
If the curse is .unable to be 
broken in time, here is a list of 
treatments for the diseases that 
have affected students this year:
Bedbugs vaccine. On e dose 
required before entering college.
Influenza vaccine. Decrease 
time spent studying and 
working.
Insomnia and stress 
treatment. Increase time spent 
with friends and family.
Senioritis treatment. N o  
cure has been found, but Nope 
students and biology professors 
are currently conducting 
research on this disease.
No pe’s hope lies in frantically 
searching for the perfect prospie 
to break the curse.
D I S N E Y  B E A T Z
Nope’s new musical
A  musical adaptation of 
“Spring Breakers.”
BE J E W E L E D
Put a ring on it
It’s not too late! Strategize your way to a ring by 
spring.
Page 3 Page 5
AIR B A L L
Four square arena coming to Nope
President Boltman reveals actual plans for ‘A  Great­
er Nope’ campaign.
Paged
W h a t’s Inside y o u  ONLY READ THE SPORTS PAGE ANYWAYS
The Ranchor is a joke issue. W e  sincerely hope you understand that.
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T his Semester at N ope
Wednesday AprM3
"Overlysexualancientgreek- 
comedy" reading by IDS class 
Martha Miller Center 135, 7 p.m.
Thursday April 4
“S no w  No More" ritual 
Join N o p e  students and faculty in a 
secret ancient ritual to bring Spring, 
M a a s  Auditorium, 1 2  a.m.
Tuesday April 9
Motivational speaker/Hypno- 
tist spronsored by Nope Stuff 
To Do Committee
M a a s  Auditorium, 6  p.m.
Saturday April 13
March Day
Pagan Pine Grove Party! 3  p.m.
Sunday April 14
Stayinbedtorecoverfrom- 
March Day Day 
All Day. Just d o n ’t move.
Monday-Friday April 15-19 
Pollution W e e k
Celebration a n d  recognition of those 
w h o  have struggled in a battle with 




Pagan Pine Grove Party! (Because 
one is never enough). 3  p.m.
Monday-Friday April 29-May 3 
That last week of suffering 
before a s u m me ry  paradise 
All week. B e  prepared.
Squirrel breeding kept undercover
The surprising answer to what’s really under the black tarp over the Kletz’s island
Brigitte Hamon-Porter
Un prof de Francais
Despite what Ranchor 
readers may have read in any 
previous articles, the black tarp 
covering the beverage island in 
the Kletz is not there to hide an 
old particle board counter.
Although Dining Services 
director Rob Van Heckelom 
recently told students they 
hoped to install a new beverage 
island by the end of Spring 
Break, the ruins of the old one 
still remain. This has led some 
students to wonder whether 
Dining Services really has any 
plans at all for an updated Kletz. 
Extensive investigations by the 
Ranchor staff led to a shocking 
discovery.
“W e  didn’t want everyone 
to know," said Marebear 
VanderVroom, dining manager 
at the Kletz. “W e  were afraid of 
the consequences."
Since early January, the 
destroyed beverage island has 
covered an underground nursery 
built to increase the campus 
population of black squirrels.
“Most people don’t know 
this," admitted VanderVroom, 
“but really, N o pe has no black 
squirrels at all. W e  breed them 
here, right on campus, so that we 
can photograph them and put
Photo by Steve Nelson
BOLD FACE LEAD-IN—  A  photo taken by Kletz security earners over spring break. The black 
squirrels hidden under the tarp escaped their plastic prison and roamed the halls of DeWItt.
them on Hope trivia flashcards.” 
Previously, the breeding 
center could be found at the 
skate park on the corner of 10th 
and Columbia, across from 
the Martha Miller Center. 
Although the skate park was 
demolished last year, Ho pe’s 
experts felt confident the 
squirrel’s population could 
sustain themselves. However, 
over Christmas break all Nope 
science professors discovered 
an alarming decrease in the 
population of the tiny mammals. 
Understandably, this led to a
Nope to be transformed into
great panic.
“Squirrels are essential to 
Ho pe’s character,” said chemistry 
professor Graham Peaslee.
“W h a t  else would prospies 
and freshman take pictures of?” 
wondered biology professor 
Jiana Ni.
President Jimmy Boltman, in 
one of his last acts as the m a n  in 
charge, immediately decided to 
create a n e w  nursery underneath 
the Kletz beverage island. “Of 
course w e  needed to make some 
more squirrels. This is one of the 
most pressing issues I have ever
encountered during m y  tenure 
at Nope College.”
While the administration 
had hoped to get the black 
squirrel population back up to 
scratch by the end of Spring 
Break, plans have not gone 
smoothly. N o  official reason has 
been stated, and Nope students 
are indefinitely left without a 
beverage island.
“W e  just ask for everyone to 
be patient,” said VanderVroom, 
“and appreciate those printed 
black squirrels on your Frisbees 
a little more.”
secret agent training ground
♦ NAP, from page 1
school where I’ll train young 
assassins to work for the agency 
I’m  currently building. I think 
I’ll call it the Central Intelligence 
School or CIS,” said Nap.
Nap already has an abundance 
of ideas to transform Nope into 
. the CIS. .
“So me of the classes offered 
at the CIS will be Introduction 
to Car Chases, Evading Cops 
and Other La w Enforcement 
101, Advanced Disappearing in 
Epic Ways, and Introduction to 
Passport Counterfeiting (which 
can count as students’ art 
requirement)," said Nap.
“Students at the CIS will be 
' ^ansformed into highly trained 
secret agents w h o  have lost their 
memories and no longer take 
commands, then run around 
Europe in desperate attempts to 
discover w h o  they really are. But 
don’t get m e  wrong, their career 
prospects upon graduation will 
be numerous and diverse,” said 
Nap. “For example, they can do 
movies.”
Nap assures current Nope 
students that they will not 
have to change their current 
academic path.
“W e  will still keep up Nope 
College as our cover, so current 
Nope students will still be able 
to graduate with their liberal 
arts degrees. The CIS will sit 
directly below Ho pe’s campus in 
an underground cavern which
has been built with the money 
raised by the ‘A  Greater No pe’ 
campaign," said Nap.
W h e n  Boltman was 
questioned about this use of the 
money raised, he admitted that 
he knew its true purpose the 
whole time.
“None of it was a lie, though,” 
Boltman said, “w e  really are 
building a ne w student center, 
a performance hall, an art 
museum, and a complex of 
tennis courts. It just all happens 
to be underground as part of the 
CIS campus.”
Boltman, one of the few 
insiders of the CIS plan has been 
a supporter of Nap the whole 
time.
“I always thought w e  should 
be trainging secret agents. I just 
never knew h o w  to bring it up 
with the Board of Trustees. All 
I’ve ever wanted is to provide 
great opportunities for Nope 
students, no matter what their 
interests are. There’s always 
been just one thing missing 
at Nope and it was obviously 
underground assassin training,” 
said Boltman.
Future plans for Nope and 
secret spy training campuses 
aside, it is of utmost importance 
that Na p’s identity stays hidden. 
For this reason, if you've finished 
this article don’t be surprised 
when agents find you. Na p has 
eyes everywhere.
TO THE WILD SIDE.
SAY HELLO TO YOUR DUTCH HANGOUT.
WING TUESDAYS®





M O N D A Y  - FRIDAY ★  11 A M  - 2 P M  
15 Minutes or Less 
Starting at $6.99
HAPPY HOUR
M O N D A Y -  FRIDAY ★  3 - 6 P M  
$1 OFF All Tall Drafts
LATE NIGHT HAPPY HOUR
S U N D A Y  - FRIDAY ★ 9 P M -  CLOSE 
$1 OFF All Tall Drafts 
$2 Select Shots 








•Some restrictions apply. See store for details.
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Appropriations Committee prioritizes
Taxpayers remain placid while House committee assigns n e w  budget considerations for fiscal year 2 0 1 3
Jack “Lady Killer”
Holmes
W here my girls at?
The House Appropriations 
Committee released a new 
budget outline late last week, 
mu ch to the approval of radical 
consumerists worldwide. Due to 
an unexpected budget surplus 
as a result of the 82 percent 
reduction in Department 
of Education funding, the 
committee was able to allocate 
sufficient funds to other, more 
mainstream priorities.
A  spokesperman for the 
Bacon-Newtonian scientific 
reductionist lobby, Hugh 
Jasperson stated that, “the 
government’s study on primate 
excrement will undoubtedly • 
provide important correlations 
and conclusive evidence on the 
origin of hu ma n consciousness. 
Mind over fecal matter, as it 
were.”
Interestingly enough,
these neo-darwinians have 
also devised a way to become 
ideologically opposed to 
pancakes due to their counter­
natural selectionary tendencies. 
Gus Floyd, a spokespman for the 
National Academy of Sciences, 
suggested at a recent press 
conference that policy makers 
need to, “Remember that we
can’t all have our [pan]cakes and 
eat them too.” A  strict opponent 
of the federally administered 
subsidy on I H O P  restaurants 
in underserved neighborhoods, 
Floyd and the N A S  continue 
to remain adamant in the face 
of dialectical existentialist 
evidence in support of pancakes' 
inherent transcendental
digestive qualities.
Proponents of other items 
on the revised budget remained 
less diametrically opposed. 
Pragmatic progressivist
technocrats joined forces with 
the Worldwide Alliance for the 
Continuation of Klandestine 
Ontologies (WACKO).
Finding solidarity in the larger 
cause of reducing human 
non-virtual cohabitations, 
the Huxlian duplet showed 
unwavering support both for 
spending increases in World of 
Warcraft related research and 
the proliferation of Ipads in 
preschools.
However, the increasing 
demographic of children using 
such technology contains several 
paradoxical implications. Most 
notably, if approached from 
a cartesian-dualist mindset, 
the ever-perpetuating use of 
tablet technology ma y imply 
a detrimental union between
New Priorities: 2013 Budget
Ipads for Kindergarteners t IHOP Subsidy
World Of War Gaft Study | Monkey Poop Study
child and machine. Increased Ifaccepted, no evidence exists holds that the US. military- 
World of Warcraft of Warcraft that these budget priorities will industrial complex may not
patronage ma y have similar serve to challenge the leading ultimately prove dichotomous at
effects. metaphysical paradigm, which best, and at worst, deleterious.
‘Mericansfor'Merica Road rage and Meow Mix
Fanny P
Getting money, getting paid
Buckhannon, W V a .  -
A  group calling themselves 
‘“Mericans for ‘Merica’” is 
demanding recognition for 
their patriotism, calling on 
other citizens to join the gun­
carrying, American flag flying, 
beer-drinking ranks.
‘“Merica is the land of the 
free and h o m e  of the brave,” 
explained Billy Bob Smith, wh o 
came from Greenbow, Ala. for 
the rally. “People nowadays 
just don’t care none about their 
country. The ‘Mericans .are 
trying to bring back the good ole 
days where the only three letters 
you needed were U, S, and A.”
The group’s recent 
recruitment rally in 
Washington, D.C., included 
members dressed in their 
‘Merican uniforms: American 
flag tops and camouflage pants. 
M a n y  members had their dogs 
with them. Ten different types 
of meats, cheese puffs, Chicken 
and Waffle Lay’s, fried Snickers 
bars, and free beer completed
the buffet line. The group also 
raffled off 60 different guns.
The event included a jet 
fighter flyover and a chance for 
rally participants to hold a bald 
eagle.
In his keynote speech, 
‘Mericans for ‘Merica president 
Cletus Bo Bradley outlined the 
major goals of the group.
“ ‘Mericans for ‘Merica wants 
to bring back the ‘merican ideals 
set out by the founding fathers of 
our blessed country. This means 
no gun control, no illegals, and 
no socialism," said Bradley. “A n d  
most important of all, in ‘merica, 
w e  speak ‘merican!”
The last point was received 
hooting and hollering from the 
crowd, complete with a 21-gun 
salute and a few lines from a Ted 
Nugent chorus.
The ‘Mericans for ‘Merica 
are welcoming ne w members in 
their effort to reform 'merican 
society. Local chapters are being 
formed throughout the nation. 
Chapter meetings usually take 
place after sunrise, at the local 
Wal-Mart or a nearby tractor 
dealership.
Joel “G O P ” Toppless
Dollar Dollar Bill Y’all
After a recent rash of sexting 
while street racing, anti-speed­
ing interest groups have begun 
a large publicity campaign to 
put the brakes on sales of sports 
cars. Ayrton Senna, a spokes­
m a n  for the Coalition to Stop 
Street Racing (CSSR) explained, 
“This country has an unhealthy 
obsession with fast cars. It is 
so ingrained into our culture; 
video games and movies have' 
made it “cool” to race fellow 
compatriots while texting our 
main squeeze."
The CS SR and other lobby­
ing organizations are urging 
Congress to pass legislation 
that outlaw the sale of sports 
cars and supercars to chronic 
sexters. ^It’s ridiculous that 
any flea-ridden feline can walk 
into their local Ford dealer and 
buy a car capable of exceeding 
ISOmph with no background 
check into their texting history 
required," said Senna. “There is 
absolutely no practical reason 
for a private animal to be able 
to o w n  a vehicle that can easily 
outrun a police cruiser,” con­
curred Alain Frost, chief lob­
byist for the Brakey Coalition 
against Vehicular Homicide
The Brakey Coalition and 
other public safety advocates 
are also urging congress to im­
pose a ban on “high capacity" 
fuel tanks. M a n y  SUVs and fuel 
efficient cars can n o w  go more 
than 600 miles on one tank of
fuel. Frost calls this range unac­
ceptable, “criminals routinely 
use these high capacity fuel 
tanks to flee from one city to 
another without stopping for 
litter boxes; the range allows 
them to wreak havoc in differ­
ent parts of the country within 
hours.” Under proposed legis­
lation gas tanks would be lim­
ited to a capacity of 10 liters or 
about 2.6 gallons.
The legislation has not been 
without critics. The Automo­
tive Racing National (ARN), 
a lobbying group comprised 
of automakers and feline race 
enthusiasts, has aggressively 
campaigned against bans. Brad 
Keselowski, director of the 
A R N  says that in light of recent
trends such drastic reforms are 
unnecessary. “Automotive re­
lated fatalities are at the low­
est recorded levels since the 
1960s and continue to decline,” 
reports Keselowski. “All the ac­
tivities described by advocates 
of the ban are already illegal 
and have harsh penalties,” he 
explains.
Senna says that although the 
Coalition to Stop Street Racing 
welcomes the recent decline 
in automotive fatalities, more 
needs to be done. “Cars are the 
number one killer of kittens. If 
this ban saves the life of just one 
young’n it’s worth it,” he says. “I 
don’t care that you’ll have to re­




The show Nope College 
didn’t even kn ow it wanted will 
be opening at the end of April as 
“Spring Breakers: The Musical” 
hits the stage at a still undisclosed 
location. After watching the 
art-house Harmony Korine 
film when it was released a few 
weeks ago, a group of students 
banded together to develop a 
theatrical work based on the 
movie's screenplay.
“Like, I really think, like, 
[“Spring Breakers”] speaks to 
our generation,” said one cast 
member. “It's so moving in such a 
trashy way.” To those unfamiliar 
with the film’s premise, “Spring 
Breakers” follows four college 
girls, two of them played by 
Disney alums Selena G o m e z  
and Vanessa Hudgens, as they 
travel down to Florida for an 
unforgettable spring break.
They meet the rapper and 
drug and arms dealer named 
Alien, w h o  is played by James 
Franco. Alien goes on to have a 
big role in the coeds’ downward 
spiral as they experiment with 
sex, alcohol, drugs and violence.
The scandalous nature of 
the story’s plot is sure to rile 
some, so the students involved 
in translating the production 
to the stage have been keeping
their meetings and rehearsals 
on the down-low. However, 
the musical’s director isn’t too 
worried about any potential 
naysayers.
“Once they see it, they will 
understand,” he said. “They will 
kn ow that what might look crass 
and offensive is truly art. They 
will connect with it on a hu ma n
level. This isn’t ‘Girls Gone Wild.' 
This is the poetry of life.”
While the actors and crew 
are still hammering out the 
finer details of the production, 
their passion for the project is 
evident.
“O n e  of the great things 
w e ’ve done is to have the actors 
sit do wn with the writers and
work on the songs. It was so 
collaborative,” said one actress. 
“A n d  the director is so affirming 
and knowledgeable. H e  knows 
if w e  need to d u m b  it do wn or 
whether w e ’re not doing our 
best and craziest booty dancing.” 
’ Inthelastweek,severarSpring 
Breakers” show tune names 
have been leaked to the public.
including “Springggggggggg 
B r e a k k k k k k k k k k k  
Forevaaaaaaaaaa," the musical's 
opener, which is sung by Alien 
and the four female leads.
“The song has a lot of 
attitude if you didn’t catch that 
in the title,” said Jesse Swatling- 
Holcomb (T3), w h o  will play the 
dreadlocked, grilled-out Alien. 
“I get the opportunity to get m y  
swag on.”
Other song titles include 
“Straight HustlinJ’ “Y'all Acting 
Suspicious,” “I Keep it Gangsta... 
G A N G S T A ” and “I Just Want 
to Be Baaaaaaaaaaaad.” Those 
involved with the musical want 
to preserve some of the show’s 
mystery, but one more secret 
might have been revealed when 
the director implied that G o m e z  
herself might reprise her role in 
the production.
“All I kn ow is that she’s 
coming here for that N C C S  
concert the end of this month. 
W e ’re putting out our feelers to 
see if she’s interested," he said. 
“It would be cool, but w e ’ll just 
have to wait and see. Yet another 
reason to come see the show!”
Safe to say, the Nope 
community will be waiting 
with bated breath for a chance 
to get back to spring break one 
last time before finals week. Be 
ready to see things that you have 
never seen before on campus.Waverly Place wizard c o m e s  to N o p e The Gosling flies away
Kathleen Verduln
The W isest W oman Alive
The majority of Nope 
College’s students were amazed 
that The Nope College Concert 
Series (NCCS) will feature 
Selena G o m e z  on April 13. 
G o m e z  is best known for her 
role as Alex Russo on Disney’s 
show “Wizards of Waverly 
Place.” A  lot of people refer to 
G o m e z  as an ex-Disney star 
but with her recent “Wizards of 
Waverly Place" movie, “Alex vs. 
Alex,” it is safe to say she remains 
a Disney star.
In addition, G o m e z  has 
released three albums, “Kiss &  
Tell” (2009), “A  Year Without 
Rain" (2010) and “W h e n  the Sun 
Goes D o w n ” (2011). Some of 
her most popular songs include 
“Naturally,” “W h o  Says," and 
“Love You like a Love Song.”
N C C S  traditionally features 
indie groups, and, as a result, 
no one can believe that they are 
going mainstream. Elizabeth 
Fisher (’14) exclaims, “I cannot 
believe they are betraying 
everything they stand for! It is 
offensive to have someone like 
Selena G o m e z  perform after 
much-loved alternative groups 
like Foxygen!”
Although some students are 
appalled by the Concert Series’ 
choice, others cannot hide their 
excitement. A m a n d a  Bertz .(’13) 
explains as she smiles, “I still 
cannot believe that m y  wish is 
coming true! To have G o m e z  
perform at Nope College is the 
best thing ever!" So while some
SING YOUR SONG, SISTA—  Selena Gomez, famed Disney 
actress and pop singer, will be performing at Nope in conjunc­
tion with the Nope College Concert Series.
students are complaining about 
the decision, others are ready to 
kiss the concert organizers.
O n e  of the students, wh o 
works closely with N C C S  and 
invited G o m e z  to Holland is 
student director and Nope 
senior Chuck Bart. Regarding 
this scandalous revelation, 
Bart said, “I knew that bringing 
Selena G o m e z  to Nope would be 
deviating from our usual indie 
fare. However, I a m  Selena’s #1 
fan, and when I knew it was a 
possibility, I did everything in 
m y  power to make it happen. I
love her like a love song."
Needless to say, Bart does 
not regret inviting G o m e z  to 
Nope. H e  anticipates that the 
show will be a success, and she 
has promised to take some Nope 
students on a fun dinner date.
A n d  for all of you G o m e z  
fans, her newest single, “C o m e  
&  Get it,” debuts April 8, and 
she will be performing this song 
at the M T V ’s Movie Awards 
on April 14. Stay tuned as her 
music will be playing 24/7 on 
the college radio station W T N S  
leading up to the concert.
Pablo Peschlera
Poet Extraordinaire
The hearts of m e n  and 
w o m e n  everywhere were 
trampled several weeks ago 
when Ryan Gosling announced 
that he would be taking a 
break from acting. Everyone’s 
favorite ex-Mickey Mouse- 
Club member, Internet meme, 
Girl Scout cookie Santa, fight 
breaker-upper and knitting 
enthusiast is apparently sick of 
being in the spotlight and plans 
on reassessing his take on acting 
while working on directing his 
first feature film.
M a n y  fans of The Gosling 
believed that the only appropriate 
response to this abdication of 
the acting throne was weeping, 
curling up into a ball and 
isolating oneself with only a pint 
of Ben and Jerry’s for company. 
Once the news broke out, there 
was also documentation of 
people running in the streets 
and leaving their workplaces to 
ponder the meaning of life. The 
question on everyone’s mind 
seemed to be: W h y  would Ryan 
do this to us?
A  gathering number of 
individuals have cotne together 
to combat this evil, helping 
others through the tragedy. 
Chapters of the Hope for Ryan 
Gosling and a Return to Order in 
the World Society ( H R R G O W S )  
have sprung up all over, many of 
them established in the United 
States, Canada and Europe. The 
aims of H R R G O W S  are twofold: 
to help the Gosling-less and to
ensure the actor’s swift return to 
the spotlight. Holland, Michigan 
is one of the state’s largest bases 
for H R R G O W S  members. 
Holland H R R G O W S  President 
Moira VanElzinga-Vanderbeek 
took a couple minutes out of her 
busy day to talk about her work 
for the cause.
“I can't imagine anything 
better to do with m y  day,” 
VanElzinga-Vanderbeek said. 
“We're comforting a world that 
w o n ’t see it’s favorite Canadian 
on a regular basis. This is the 
kind of work that makes you 
feel good at the end of the day.” 
In the mornings, VanElzinga- 
Vanderbeek said that she helps 
m a n  the “Gosline” a telephone 
hotline for those w h o  need a bit 
of pep to get through the day.
“W e  put on recordings of 
favorite Ryan Gosling lines 
from ‘The Notebook’ and such. 
Sometimes people stay on the 
phone for hours,” she remarked. 
In the afternoon, the Holland 
H R R G O W S  President organizes 
screenings of Gosling movies to 
take place during the week and 
sets up letter-writing campaigns, 
giving the fans a chance to write 
to Gosling and to tell him that 
they miss him. So far, hundreds 
of people have come out to 
support the cause.
“It’s so hard sometimes 
without him,” VanElzinga- 
Vanderbeek said. “But there’s 
always the hope of a new day 
dawning. I have faith that Ryan 
Gosling will come back and 
I know that’s a hope worth 
fighting for.”
Shine Bright Like a Diamond Ring
The secret guide to collecting your ring by spring, N o p e  College style
David Cunningham
Owner of Niffany’s in Downtown Nolland
i'l.i.J A Major 
Connection
You share the same major, profs, inside jokes, 





O A  Staff 
Sync
The timeless tale of pull boy meets morale 
girl. What’s more romantic than a pit of mud, 
sturdy rope, sweaty armpits, and hyped-up 
team spirit?
PICK UP LINE
j£5f.UO A  partners become partners for life. 
Welcoming newbies to Nope is the ultimate 
bonding experience.
PICK UP LINE
Hey, Girl, I got my ion you.
FIRST DATE
Hey, Girl, you pull on my heartstrings.
FIRST DATE
Hey, Girl, will you play fair with my heart?
FIRST DATE
Location: Paul A. Schaap Science Center 
Attire: Lab coats. Safety Goggles. Gloves. 
Activity: Extra credit Chem lab extravaganza. 
Remember: safety is sexy. BYO periodic tables, 
TT83 s, and graph paper.
PROPOSAL
Location: Living room with the favorite Peri­
odic Table blanket.
Attire: P-Jammers and some Bunsen burner 
cocoa drinks
Mode of Operation: A  Big Bang Theory mara­
thon, and Chemistry Cat Pinterest hour lead 
into a debate on carbon dating. Since the 
two have been carbon dating for a while, there 
is no better time for the guy to hand her a car­
bon (aka a Diamond).
Location: A  mud pit, roughly two-feet deep. 
Inclement weather (light rain, cold).
Attire: Casual (red or burgundy shirt, code 
names).
Activity: Reminiscing about the best three 
weeks of their lives together.
Ahhhh, nostalgia.
PROPOSAL
Location: The Black River (Revisit the genesis 
of the romance.)
Attire: (See first date)
Mode of Operation: Pull Boy suggests that 
they re-dig his old pit together. They start 
digging and the shovel hits small black box. 
PB picks it up and bends to one knee in the 
mud. She says yes and they start planning to 
tie the knot.
Location: Post move-ih day. Lemonjellos. 
Attire: Sweaty O A  T-shirts.
Activity: Sipping icy lattes, laughing about all 
the stuff freshmen brought, bragging about 
how many mini fridges they moved, and plan­
ning which ice breakers to start out with.
PROPOSAL
Location: The Dow 
Attire: Matching O A  shirts.
Mode of Operation: A  Play Fair classic of 
"What are you doing?” just so happens to 
start. After the traditional 'teeth brushing, 
marathon running, cookie baking, basketball 
shooting hilarity, he gets down on one knee 
and she asks what he is doing. He responds, 
“Proposing,” and pulls out a ring to prove it.
e >4. j  Nykerk
Nuptials
He was a song/play boy, she was a song/play 
girl, can I make it any more obvious?
PICK UP LINE
Hey, Girl, if my heart is the Nykerk Cup, you 
won it.
FIRST DATE
Location: Nolland Civic Center
Attire: Something wacky to prove your true
Nykerk quirk.
Activity: Improvise a play/song/oration on the 
stage together. Create makeshift props and 
costumes. Laugh the night away.
PROPOSAL
Location: (See first date)
Attire: Him: Vintage Nykerk Tux, Her: White 
Turtle Neck, Navy Skirt, Gloves 
Mode of Operation: Morale boy borrows the 
Nykerk Cup. The pair reenacts their favorite 
moments from Nykerk nights of years past. 
Then he drops to one knee and holds the Cup 
up to her. In the bottom he has placed a dia­
mond ring.
HI ■ ■
you know how to handle Michigan weather. ■
Greek Life to 
Greek Wife
Frat brother and sorority sister fall in Greek to­
gether. Cue their Big Fat Greek Wedding.
PICK UP LINE
Hey, Girl, nice Uggs.
2. Know your target audience. Before you 
make a move, get to know him/her via the 
internet. Discover essential background info 
from his/her Facebook, Pinterest, Tumblr, 
Linkedin, Twitter, and Instagram.
3. Know how to longboard.
4. Be firm on your stance of the LJs v. JPs de­
bate. But be prepared to change your mind to 
avoid insulting him/her.
FIRST DATE
Location: A  Greek house basement. Black 
lights create soft ambient lighting to ac­
cent each others face. The free fruit punch 
makes for a great talking point.
Attire: Hoodie fever! Boy: Jeans, Girl: Leg­
gings
Activity: Gettin' Funky. Dubstep dance-off.
5. Learn his/her schedule to optimize "acci­
dental" run-ins at Phelps, Van Wylen, Kletz, 
and the Pine Grove. PROPOSAL
6. Follow the ambiguous coffee date trend. If 
he/she wants to java with you, this could mean 
love
7. Hang around her dorm. According to GQ, 9 
out of 10 girls fall for a Dykstra rat.
8. Wear orange and blue like you're being paid 
to do so. This stunning color combo is sure to 
catch his/her eye.
Location: Spaghetti Fundraising Dinner 
Attire: Hoodie Fever!
Mode of Operation:
Frat Bro looks at the Sorority Gal’s Pinter­
est wedding board. After hours of bro chat 
with his other bro’s, he picks the best, bro- 
approved, Pinterest-found ring. At the din­
ner hosted by SG’s sorority, FB snags ring box 
from his hoodie pocket. He Kneels, She Cries, 
Bro hugs commence.
Royal decree: take naps! Safety surveillence of the dim-wits
A d d e d  gen-ed requirement from n e w  
president, Johnny N a p
Backpacks and ski masks
Hello, students of Nope 
College. It’s me, your new 
president! I woefully agreed 
to become an administrator at 
your esteemed institution after 
being caught taking too many 
naps at m y  previous job, as the 
leader for ethics and leadership 
at Napford University. After 
learning that Nope College had 
perhaps a most excruciating 
presidential search a year ago 
(even more so than that of Egypt, 
North Korea, and Libya) where 
every candidate was decided to 
have too many qualifications to 
be considered for the position 
at Nope, I decided that there 
was no way they could turn m e  
down.
W h a t  is m y  platform? Well, 
m y  last name says it all.
I understand that I a m  
undertaking a monumental task 
here. I will be challenged to take 
even more naps than current 
dinosaur (I mean president/ 
figure head) Jimmy Boltman.
Together with Dean of 
Students, Richard Lost, I have 
put into works a plan to replace 
the community hour n o w  in 
place with mandatory nap 
time. Dean Lost and I have seen
that class absence and overall' 
student weariness has increased. ;
W e  have developed a plan 
to combat these issues. Nap< 
time will be enforced as a two- 
credit course that exemplifies< 
sleepiness, dream quality, and 
attendance for its grading< 
system. Each academic building; 
will be equipped with.cots as< 
well as DeWitt, the Dow, and 
DeVos. At the end of each nap< 
session students will be required 
to write for 10 minutes about 
their dreams and overall nap 
experience.
Students w h o  are unsure 
of the benefits that can be< 
incurred from mandatory nap 
time are encouraged to refer to 
its success in m y  personal life. I 
have napped before (and a little 
during) every important event in 
m y  life. From job interviews to 
college exams— and even at my< 
wedding— I napped a little. Take' 
it from me, mandatory nap time< 
will allow Nope students to 
operate with clearer minds and 
reach the mu ch needed 10-12 
hours of sleep each and every< 
day!
Sign up for a time and loca-< 
tion at the Registrar’s Office.
Backpack thefts at Phelps 
and Cook hall are apparently a 
thing now. I mean sure, books 
are expensive. But let’s be 
honest. W h a t  are the odds that 
the random backpack you pick 
up will have a copy of the $80 
biotechnology book you need 
(which by the way, the bookstore 
will sell to you at $180, buy back 
from you at $40, and resell next 
semester to some unsuspecting 
freshman at the grand used 
total of 85 bucks)? Slim, I would 
contend.
But then again, there might 
be a computer in that backpack. 
A n d  since Nope College is 
peopled by rich hipsters, w e  are 
probably talking a M a c  Book 
Pro. So I suppose there’s some 
rationale to that.
However, a discussion of 
criminal psychology was not m y  
intention for striking up this little 
chinwag. Stealing a backpack 
is shameless and low, but at 
least somewhat comprehensible 
given the economic conditions.
But you k n o w  what is 
downright brilliant? I’ll tell ya. 
Installing surveillance cameras 
at dining hall entrances as the 
solution to our kleptomaniacal 
conundrum. I mean, why 
wouldn’t surveillance cameras
Jack “Ladykiller” Holmes 
Supreme Ruler
work at catching our would-be 
John Dillingers?
Well, actually, there - are a 
couple of problems. For starters, 
while Nope claims itself full of 
the hipster/alternative variety,- 
it turns out w e  actually all have 
the same backpacks (insert 
smart-aleck article about the 
paradoxical implications of the 
fact that “alternative” isbecoming 
the ne w “normal”). So unless 
you really are at the forefront 
of this hipster movement, it’ll 
be virtually impossible to make 
out your backpack from the 
vast array of Northface/Targus/ 
Nike backpacks that populate 
cafeteria shelves.
Thus, when you watch the 
surveillance footage taken by 
the single (low-budget) camera 
at Phelps hall, all you’ll see 
is natives causally walking in 
and out of the cafeterias with 
their blue or black or whatever 
backpacks on— in other words, 
nothing out of the ordinary. 
Of course, that’s unless our 
wily wrongdoer walks into the 
cafeteria with a ski-mask on to 
perform the ol’ grab-and-dash—  
in which case the disguised
buffoon will immediately be 
identified as the culprit.
But w e  all kn ow that not a 
single individual with that level 
of daftness can exist on No pe’s 
campus. A n d  speaking of daft, 
here’s the second reason why 
this “solution" is incredibly 
ingenious [not): can you imagine 
h o w  absurdly agonizing it would 
be to sit in the Campus Safety 
office trying to sift through 
three hours of footage to find the 
needle-in-the-haystack mo me nt 
when our Lester Gilles grabs 
your backpack? Exactly. You 
can’t. That level of excruciation 
defies imagination.
The brilliant technological 
enhancement at our cafeterias 
are at best impractical, and at 
worst, downright honest-to- 
goodness idiotic. I suppose we 
can hope that the cameras catch 
a couple of masked blockheads 
or at least serve as a deterrent 
to the other half-wits w h o  never 
read this rant.
Fingerprints are the future!
<x><xxx><xxxxxxxxxxxx>o<xxxxx>c>c><x><xxxx>
I B B
Aries (Mar. 21-Apr. 19)
You will die single and alone on your private island in Microne­
sia, surrounded by four hundred frogs. Cheers!
Taurus (Apr. 20-May 20)
That weird dream where you have a baby will soon become a
reality.
Gemini (May 21 fun. 20)
You will meet a mysterious Southern stranger w h o  only recently 
learned what snow was. Give the stranger a snowflake, or else 
your life will be plagued with bad luck.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) 
A n  enthusiastic professor- in 
the English department will 
have sage advice about the 
parallels between your life and 
the Harry Potter series. D o n ’t 
ignore the signs! (Are you a 
Snape or a Dumbledore?)
Cancer (Jun. 21-Jul. 22)
If you’re reading this in an academic building, you will have good 
luck in love. If you're anywhere else...sorry, bub.
Leo (Jul 23-Aug. 22)
This is the month where all the diets and the exercise fads just 
fade away. It’s time for a chocolate bar...or six. Diabetes, here you
come!
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) 
March Madness has de­
scended upon you. Watch your 
weight in Buffalo Wild Wings, 
and don’t pay any attention to 
the fact that your bracket is 
no longer earning you points. 
Next year, don’t bet on Ohio 
State.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
The stars are saying absolutely nothing about you. Not sure if this 
is good or bad.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Listen to wise freshman mumbling in Phelps Hall. They have 
surprisingly good Intel on your ring by spring prospects.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
A  girl with brown hair will 
shed light on your current 
problems and give you the so­
lutions (The solutions involve 
a GPS, two hundred pounds of 
chicken and a scuba instructor 
named Doris)
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
The m o o n  is in your corner this month, so it's time to invest in 
stock. The Backstreet Boys, the currencies of both Lithuania and 
Latvia...all these things are destined to make you a millionaire.
Pisces (Feb. 19-Mar. 20)
To avoid bed bugs and influ­
enzas B-H, eat three pounds 
of bananas before your next 
exam. If not, the results will be 











changeO P E N I N G  APRIL 11
•  W e i g h  a n d  Pa y
•  Se lf-S erve
•  P a c k e d  with Live 
&  Active Cultures 
that are g o o d  for 
your bo d y
M l  yeip̂
Co ,:c*
m m m 2013 Spring Semester Staff
Fanny P Tweet A t M e Bm h  Jack Holmes Ladykiller David Cunningham Pir.ate
Teresa Heinz-Housel Kiwi Joel “G O P ”Toppless D ollar D ollar BillY’all Heather Sellers N ascar D river
Matt Farmer Rogue H unter 




The W isestW oman Alive
James Herrick Aquarium Architect William Reynolds H arlem Shaker
Kevin Cole Team M ascot
Steve Nelson Picasso W ith A Camera Ryan McFall E vil Computer Genius
Peter Schakel A slan Marty' Martin Bidness M anagerrrr
Richard Frost Titlant
JefFPestun W iFiW hisperer 
Stephen He m e n w a y  Supreme Intelligence
Ion Agheana M atador
Classifieds
M y  girlfriend says we are 
never ever ever getting back 
together, like ever. Anyone 
else interested? I’ll be on m y  
suit and tie in the Pine Grove 
next Friday night.
F O R  SALE: M y  academic 
motivation.
F O R  SALE: Physics Degree 
(Cost: soul, arm, and first ‘ 
child).
SEEKING: T w o  politically- 
minded bachelors w h o  don’t
F O R  SALE: On e moldy soda 
fountain dispenser.
mind getting into sparring 
fights over the decline of 
the western empire and the 
materialistic nature of the 
U.S. government and other 
political science buzzwords. 
Must love pizza, hate 
everything else.
W A N T E D :  Professionals
of color in higher education 
positions at Nope College.
W A N T E D :  The answers to 
all the exams after April 1st.
W A N T E D :  A  steady
supply of G o o d  Time donuts. 
Anything glazed and delicious.
SEEKING: A.Scholar.
Who.Would.Like.To.Discuss.




SEEKING: A  babysitter
for m y  future children. 
Must be British, have a lot 
of catchy tunes at hand, and 
be able to rock an umbrella 
as transportation. Plus:
knowledgeable about travel 
via sidewalk painting.
F O U N D :  O n e  health
dynamic textbook, never used.
LOST: 200 backpacks.
LOST: $120,000 from m y  
bank account.
F O U N D :  Six million
bedbugs.
LOST: O n e  bike (plus/minus 
bike lock).SEEKING: Friend for a 
Naked Party. You must host! 
Let’s take our clothes off and 
chill. Let’s see what happens.
LOST: All respect for
Republicans.
F O R  SALE: A  broken 
keyboard, grandad’s clothes.
F O U N D :  A  whole mess of 
white people.
M i s se d  connections
I saw you in Van Zoeren engineering chemicals and belting 
it out to oldies. Your eyebrows are perfect. I dig your brofit and 
‘merica status. Let’s eat grilled cheese and crazy bread together 
all day long in m y  MiniCoop.
I saw you across the 3rd floor of the library last Sunday night. 
You weren’t at Gathering either? It’s nice to k n o w  I’m  not the 
only one w h o  doesn't like to be gathered. You free for a caramel 
apple munching session?
I saw you scootering away one cloudy afternoon. W h y  have 
you chosen such an archaic form of transportation? N o  matter, 
you've stolen m y  heart (and it's a great change from all the 
longboards). Let's get on your scooter and ride off into the sunset.
Dutch dishes on every issue out there
PeA-r Putck,
Tke. $un’$ fiyuK-tlvj out tw ktiyyy tv focus or c{o tntj kome-Work or ao to clMS or (\-tte.ru(
vcj fielc(ylcKrCtŶ twi. tyely!
înctrclvj,
Too kflyyy to function
Too Happy,
Manipulate your professors into holding class outdoors. Think: Pine Grove, Kollen Park, The Bowl. 
They’ll love the idea of more time to travel, less time to teach! A n d  if they don't, convince them that they 
do. Get a petition going around class (they’ll love your enthusiasm), beg and plead on your knees if you 
have to! But also, remember that this is Holland. It’s gonna snow tomorrow, so don’t get your hopes up. 
Dutch
T)ewi. Qutcfi ,
J’m  iftaduatuiif an Cinca de Maya, which, oucho in itself, since 3 ’ue gotta wait to celelwate. M y  tcmdlord 
says J ’uc gotta move out that day. Us if Toe got time! SSut the pvaMem is m y  summer housing wont let me 




Not on campus, not m y  problem.'Lo siento. jArriba!
Dutch
IPear [9utch,
/\s a prospy, | stayed overnight to get a feel for campus. T h e  weekend was called Taste of 
I\jope” and | was comfortably cotted in ̂ jeott Mall (until my host ditched me to get drunk at a party). | 
had a blast with the other prospectives and current students. ̂ ) o all starts and here ] am, but what the 
heck happened? T  veryone looks the same.
Sincerely,
(Confused and [jed T <=>
Lied To,
It’s true. Nope College baits you with a false sense of diversity.
Dutch
Dutch answers all questions, big or small, with the utmost integrity and respect for her inquirers. She 
receives them via snail mail and through the interweb, but her best preguntas come from professors of 
Nope College, who pass on problems from their students, to which they themselves do not have the answers. 
Dutch welcomes letters to the Voices editor, Heather Sellers, who serves as secretary to Dutch. Dutch is 
also an awesome palm reader for anyone who’s got the bucks to spend. #getmoney$$
Ramble on as I excuse myself, please
For m y  sex, as if w e  even need it
The Little King 
Pride Rock
M e n  are simply the single most 
powerful force on this planet. It 
goes without dispute. It is 
generally acknowledged in 
popular culture, literature, and 
academic writing - it’s no matter 
that these truth-telling classics 
were written sixty or more years 
ago. So let it stand as a matter of 
fact that m e n  are, in veracity, the 
greatest.
So n o w  I would like to raise a 
concern— a very small one, but it 
bears mentioning— regarding us 
menschen. I don’t want to step 
on any toes, but is it possible 
that w e  might just be a little too 
good? Trust me, I'm not going to 
reiterate everything the w o m e n  
tell us about pride and falling 
and all that other stuff that 
sounds a little too suspiciously 
like one of those girl novels. I'm 
just saying that maybe w e  should 
scale it back a bit.
W e  are' the strongest— that’s 
just medical science. Perhaps 
it would be a good idea to be 
a little less awesome in this
department, as mu ch as we can’t 
help it. G o  to the g y m  less. D o  
fewer pull-ups. Bench less 
instead of bench press. W h a t  
better way to show w h o ’s boss 
than by doing less and still being 
amazing? W e  might as well stop 
embarrassing w o m e n  in this 
area, as it only amounts to an 
“overkill" of sorts, as will soon 
become apparent.
Ah, academics. I ma y be 
beating a dead horse here but 
there is no way that m e n  can be 
bested in this department. So it 
stands that if w e  read less w e ’re 
still going to be dominant, no 
worries. Even if the w o m e n  get 
some notion that they’re going 
to start reading, there’s no way 
they’re going to catch up to 
us. Let them try!
Finally, there is the 
relationship department. W e  
are simply too charming and 
handsome, and for all the
controversy of m y  argument 
even I can’t recommend doing 
anything to change that. To 
alter one’s devilish face is to 
deface a work of art. It just isn’t 
cool. If our faces stopped being 
incredible for a moment, just one 
moment, w e  would compromise 
everything that w e  are: tough, 
im mu ne to emotional pain, and 
ready to romance. So that’s one 
aspect I must stress leaving in 
place.
A n d  so here we are, being 
cool. So cool, so suave, and so 
important that this argument is 
simply over, baby. Peace.
The Little King had a curl 
right in the middle of his 
forehead and when he was good 
he was very, very good.
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A i r  B a l l
Shocker: Boltman has different plans for A  Greater Nope
BE THERE OR BE SQUARE—  A  rough sketch of the Inte­
rior of Boltman’s proposed n e w  four square arena is depicted. 
The arena d e m a n d s  $ 2 1  million for construction.
James Herrick
Aquarium Architect
News released yesterday 
about A  Greater Nope
Campaign has prompted a 
school-wide uproar, leaving
some people feeling pleased 
with the information and others 
still scratching their heads and 
wondering what in the world the 
school is thinking.
President Boltman
announced that the entire 
campaign and its real goals have 
been kept undercover since the 
initial campaign meetings.
Boltman says he began the 
project because of certain 
athletic demands.
In order to please a wider 
audience and make it seem that 
the campaign was linked to 
Nope academics, Boltman and 
company fabricated the idea 
that the school would be raising 
dough for new music, art, 
engineering and student center 
facilities.
But o]h, h o w  we were tricked. 
The millions of dollars pouring 
in have been aimed ■ at other, 
totally different projects than 
what w e ’ve been told. Boltman 
stated:
“Due to the high demand 
via email for a state-of-the-art 
four square complex and an 
innovative badminton arena, 
I felt it was m y  duty to take
Kevin Cole
Team Mascot
As spring break flew by once 
again at Nope, ma ny of the spring 
sports teams headed do wn south 
with their teammates to practice 
and compete.
Some of the destinations 
included Tennessee, Georgia 
and various places in Florida.
Ten different teams took a 
spring break trip this year and 
the school paid for their housing 
and transportation throughout 
the entire trip.
This started to bring up 
questions in the athletic 
department at Nope about 
where the extra money is 
coming from.
Looking into the budget 
for spring sports, there was 
no money found. Co-Athletic 
Director Beaver Dream
matters into m y  hands and begin 
developing a project to satisfy 
students and faculty.”
Boltman’s “and faculty" 
has caused some confusion. 
Whether you believe him or not, 
Boltman stressed that he and the 
construction engineers were the 
only ones in on the campaign 
secret.
Boltman never confirmed 
with the pleading emailers that 
he would begin a campaign for 
the new construction, which 
allowed him to keep the deed to 
himself and the engineers.
Boltman reiterated that prior
Folkshurt was asked about this 
situation and she stated, “W e  
just want our athletes to have 
the best sports training and 
experience possible. I don’t think 
it matters where the money is 
coming from.”
This brought up many 
suspicions. Further investigation 
was put into action.
“W e  are getting the money 
from a source," Co-Athletic 
Director Trim Spoonheld 
said when questioned about 
the controversial spring break 
situation. "You should probably 
ask Dutch if you want to find the 
actual answer."
Going straight to Dutch, he 
held no answers back: “I do have 
a way of coming up with the 
money. I swear I just do it to put 
the athletes through college.”
Dutch openly admitted 
to being an exotic dancer
to his recent statement, no other 
faculty members were in on 
the “non-vicious" secret, but 
that several professors did send 
emails requesting the sports 
complexes.
“Four square and badminton 
will bring monumental revenue 
to Nope as our finished facilities 
will appeal to a national 
audience and w e  will host 
large tournaments,” Boltman 
said. “Plus, four square and 
badminton? H o w  fun is that?”
Boltman confirmed that 
the four square complex is a 
$21 million project and the
representing Nope College. He 
dances at various clubs around 
the Grand Rapids area on ladies 
night, making enough money to 
send teams on spring break.
“I felt it was the fastest and 
easiest way to make money. A  
body like mine should be shown 
for the world to see," Dutch said.
M a n y  students feel indifferent 
about Dutch’s secret.
“I don’t kn ow if that’s the 
best decision for Nope athletics 
to make. The spring break 
trips aren't that important, 
and stripping for it can’t be a 
good look on the college,” said 
Jonathan Roberts (’14).
The ladies of Nope had 
different thoughts in general.
“I love the idea of Dutch 
being a stripper,” Maggie Schulte
badminton arena will demand 
$16 million. A  two-pool water 
polo aquarium is also in 
discussion.
Hank Porter (T6), an avid 
four square fan and athlete, says 
he let out a scream of joy upon 
hearing Boltman’s campaign 
announcement.
“I’m  a freshman, and I’ve 
heard the four square complex 
could be done in a couple years, 
leaving m e  time to showcase m y  
talents in front of huge crowds,” 
Porter said.
Porter said he was offered 
four square scholarships by 
larger universities, but he chose 
Nope because of his fascination 
with black squirrel hunting and 
photography.
A n  unnamed music professor 
expTeSsecL^concern for the 
Boltman announcement and is 
certainly oherof the Nope faculty 
members scratching aTiead:— >-
“I’m  really not sure where 
music-related activities will 
take place since Kynerk will be 
demolished and Boltman has no 
plans for a n e w  musical.venue. I, 
well, let’s just say I'm confused, 
but w e  at Nope will continue to 
move forward."
Boltman, w h o  departs from 
Nope after this school year after 
a long and illustrious career, 
predicts that the n e w  sports 
facilities will be completed by 
spring of 2015.
(T6) said. “I wouldn’t mind 
going to one of his shows and 
putting some money towards 
No pe athletics."
The athletic directors have 
approved of this action taken 
by Dutch. They believe it is the 
quickest way to create a profit in 
the athletic fund large enough to 
take ten teams on spring break 
trip.
Track runner Alexia 
Diamond (’14) said, “I don’t 
care that our spring break trip is 
funded solely on stripping. I get 
to run in Florida for a week for 
free. Sounds like a sweet deal to 
me! Get it Dutch!"
Dutch concluded with, “I 
make thousands of dollars each 
weekend. The ladies can’t resist 
the Dutch."
T his W eek In Sports
Thursday April 4
M e n ’s Extreme Knitting
vs. Adrian at 6  p.m. at Herrick District 
Library
Friday April 5
W o m e n ’s Speed Reading 
vs. Trine at 7:30 p.m. at Barnes and 
Noble
M e n ’s and W o m e n ’s Planking 
vs. other students at 8  p.m. all around 
c a m p u s
Saturday April 6
M e n ’s Jet Skiing 
vs. Olivet at 1  p.m. at Lake M a c a t a w a  
W o m e n ’s Tree Climbing
vs. Saint Mary’s at 3  p.m. at Pine Grove
Sunday April 7
W o m e n ’s Mario Kart 
vs. K a l a m a z o o  at 4  p.m. on 9th St.
B oxer B riefs
ALLIGATOR WRESTLING CLAIMS MIAA
This past weekend, Cowpen 
hosted the M I A A  Championship 
for Alligator Wrestling in their 
m u d  pit in the middle of campus.
Nope College defeated Cow- 
pen by over 50 points and took 
the title for the tenth straight year.
Senior captain Mark Dover 
successfully wrestled a team 
high of 30 alligators in un­
der five minutes, destroying 
the old school record by ten.
Duncan Olsen (T4) wres­
tled 17 alligators, but in the 
last minute remaining, the al­
ligator took three of his fin­
gers and an ambulance was 
called. Olsen currently has full 
use of his other two fingers.
Nope will take on Uni­
versity of Massachusetts in 
Vermont this weekend at 
the National Tournament.
MIAAPLAYERS OF THE WEEK




Jones O ’Neal (’15) 
Choreographer
COLUMBIA CONSTRUCTION UPDATE
The construction taking 
place on Columbia near the 
tennis courts has been said to 
be a parking lot in the works.
However, Nope co-athletic di­
rector Beaver Dream Folkshurt 
said Monday that preparations 
are being made for a 30-foot 
statue of herself and fellow ath­
letic director Trim Spoonheld.
Nope desires to c o m m e m o ­
rate the work the two direc­
tors have done so far. dur­
ing their tenures at Nope.
The statue will feature 
Folkshurt and Spoonheld 
raising their arms to the 
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Mascot strips to fund several N o p e  spring athletic trips
ARE YOU KIDDING?—  H o p e ’s mascot Dutch opened up on 
his activities which help provide m o n e y  to athletic teams.
